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SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS
 

High-quality surfaces for shower and wall 
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Barrier-free shower areas plus jointless surface - the 
SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® BODENEBENPLUS shower systems make this 
possible. An appealing tactile mineral material surface provides 
optimum comfort as well as surefootedness and stability in the 
shower. There are floor-level shower elements with the silk-
matt surface, for three different drainage systems. Depending 
on the drainage version, the shower systems are available in 
many standard dimensions. In addition, special installation 
solutions are feasible which are adaptable to the specific spatial 
situation. Additional design aspects open up with the bath 
modules from the MULTISTAR® VISION flexible bathroom design 
range. Thus, for example, seating elements can be perfected into 
a puristic modern sitting option in the shower or elsewhere in 
the bathroom, because the sides of the element are covered 
jointlessly using mineral material. Even surfaces which are 
difficult to tile, such as the domed ceiling of a steam cubicle, can 
be enhanced jointlessly using the surface of mineral material. 
The jointless SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® PLUSbox made of mineral 
material provides a further plus for the bathroom.

Jointless walls in high-gloss glass-look or in restrained 
matt round out the individual bathroom design and offer 
leeway for creativity and feel-good atmosphere. Especially
suitable for the renovation of backsplashes in the wet area, 
you can easily and quickly transform your old bathroom into a
new, modern oasis of well-being. Anodised aluminium profiles 
ensure a clean connection between the MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS 

glass laminate panels or with other materials such as tiles
or plaster. Jointless glass laminate walls up to a size of
2795 x 1295 mm combined with tiled and plastered
walls, with a jointless shower surface and the SCHEDEL
MULITISTAR® PLUSbox made from mineral material, provide exciting
design options for the bathroom. The straightforward,
simple elegance of the surfaces brings both luxury and
aesthetic beauty into the bathroom. 

Cutting-edge material mix in the 
bathroom

Shower area with plus factor
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The shower elements with integrated gradient have a 
standardised drainage opening of 90 mm, and therefore all
commercially available drainage fittings can be mounted. 
The design of the new PLANPLUS shower board with 
round or square designer cover is deliberately puristic. 
The silk-matt mineral material emphasises this simple 
elegance. The ready-to-install shower systems from 
SCHEDEL relieve the installer of heavy responsibility in 
terms of sealing. The boards comply with DIN 18534-1. 

Substructure elements, optionally for installation using 
tile adhesive or using the new quadroU substructure 
technology for glueing the elements using installation 
foam and installation adhesive, can be ordered for all 
systems. The PLANPLUS shower systems are available in 
various sizes as rectangular and square variants, as well 
as in special designs to customer requirements, in eight 
contemporary trend colours.

PLANPLUS

jointless surface for point drainage

The image shows the FUMO matt glass laminate walls and 
PLANPLUS and SEATPLUS Mineral material in BIANCO WHITE.
Designer cover to suit make of drain.

The image shows the matt SABBIA glass laminate walls and 
PLANPLUS QUADRATO mineral composite in BIANCO WHITE. 
The modular wall recess is fitted with the SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® 
PLUSbox in BIANCO WHITE.

The image shows glass laminate walls in FUMO matt and shower element PLANPLUS 
ROUND with mineral material surface, BIANCO WHITE.
The niches are fitted with SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® PLUSbox mineral material in 
BIANCO WHITE.

PLANPLUS ROUND PLANPLUSPLANPLUS QUADRATO
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LINEPLUS

jointless surface with integrated channel

The image shows glass laminate wall in FUMO high gloss and 
LINEPLUS PURE with mineral material surface, in DARK GREY with upstand

The image shows glass laminate wall in PERLA high gloss and  
LINEPLUS ACCENT with surface of mineral material, BIANCO WHITE.
The modular wall recess is fitted with the SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® PLUSbox in BIANCO WHITE.

LINEPLUS ACCENT 
with stainless steel channel cover

LINEPLUS PURE
with channel cover made of mineral material

The LINEPLUS series represents the drainage of the 
water via the mineral material surface into the 
channel. The LINE PLUS ACCENT gets its distinctive visual 
appearance from its accentuated designer stainless 
steel cover that fits harmoniously with the silk-matt 
mineral material. Combined with the channel cover,  

LINEPLUS PURE creates a homogeneous shower surface. 
quadroU substructure elements are delivered with 
both boards for height adjustment on the building site. 
The systems are available in 6 standard sizes and as 
special designs to customer requirements, and fulfil 
the requirements of DIN 18534-1.
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SEATPLUS

jointless surface
on a SEAT element

The image shows glass laminate wall in FUMO high gloss 
and SEATPLUS and WALLPLUS in BIANCO WHITE (SEATPLUS is clad on three sides).

Depending on the installation situation, a seat can be 
covered with a mineral material surface on two, three, 
or all four sides. The variant with wall drain in a seat 
provides convenience in function and design. 

SYSTEMBOARDPLUS

jointless surface
for GEBERIT wall inlets

The MULTISTAR® SYSTEM BOARDPLUS provides for drainage 
into the wall. Equipped as standard with the G2 gradient, the 
system can be installed with various GEBERIT wall inlets.

The image shows SABBIA glass laminate walls in highgloss 
and WALLPLUS in BIANCO WHITE
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Upstand

Upstand with flush 
glass laminate/tile

Upstand with overlaid 
glass laminate/tile

Chamfer

An optional upstand enables a 
silicon joint to be raised above the 
permanently wet area. This moves 
the constantly stressed silicon joint 
upwards. The wedge to the top edge 
of the floor created by the gradient 
on one side with LINEPLUS is also 

jointlessly provided with mineral 
material by means of the upstand.  

For installations that are not 
ground-flush, the chamfer provides 
a jointless, homogeneous surface 
that includes the shower edge, 
and thus creates a clean rim to the 
shower surface.

Upstand

Glass laminate surface

Substructure element

PLANPLUS / LINEPLUS
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Dichtvlies

Substructure element
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Clever solution:
clean edge without joints
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simplified installation technology 
NOW BY MEANS OF INSTALLATION 
FOAM and installation adhesive

up to 50 % time saving compared 
to the conventional installation  
method

quadroU
the substructure 
element with system -
intelligent, quick, and 
clean!

≤ 
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• required for installation:

• rapid onsite adjustment:
      flexible height adjustment up to 15 mm
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CUTTABLE BOARD:
what doesn’t fit can be made to fit.

MULTISTAR® FLEXPLUS shower elements can be adapted to the 
constructional circumstances. For example, if walls do not meet at a 90° 
angle, the board can be cut on the spot using standard woodworking 
tools.

DO IT YOURSELF
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PLUSbox
jointless wall recess made 
from high-quality
mineral material

The SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® VISION 
PLUSbox is a wall recess made 
from mineral material in BIANCO 
WHITE. The elements are matched 
dimensionally to the wall recesses 
of the SCHEDEL bath modules, but 
can also be used in dry construction. 
They are available either with a 
15 mm width frame or without a 
frame. The frameless variant can be 
installed projecting or flush with the 
wall or wall recess in the SCHEDEL 
MULTISTAR® VISION bath module, as 
desired. Special designs are always 
possible. The material can be worked 
effortlessly using conventional wood-
working tools. This makes the onsite 
installation of lighting elements 
possible.
(Dimensions in mm)
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AFTER

BEFORE

The image shows SABBIA high-gloss glass laminate

VISIONPLUS

Jointless walls
made of glass laminate

SCHEDEL MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS glass laminate 

enables the jointless design of walls up to  

2795 x 1295 mm in dimension. The surfaces can be 

installed to the height of the room or of the shower 

cabinet, as desired. The 4 mm thick panels are 

particularly suited for the renovation of backsplashes. 

Change something old 
into something new
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Construction adhesive 1-K PU 
in tubular bag, 600 ml
sufficient for 1.4 m² 
for metal, tiles, masonry, plasterboard

Cartridge application gun for 
construction adhesive, 600 ml

Basic cleaner  
for existing tiled surfaces
1,000 ml

Surface cleaner 
for glass laminate
750 ml

Silicone, transparent
310 ml

Silicone, coloured - for FUMO
300 ml

Silicone, coloured - for MAGNOLIA
300 ml

Silicone, coloured - for PERLA
300 ml

Silicone, coloured - for SABBIA
300 ml

Installation of glass laminate Profiles in matt aluminium, silver for clean joining of panels

Corner profile, internal Corner profile, externalSeparation profile

alternatively: Separation profile for silicone joints

Edge closure, inclined or straight

Adhesive tape for corners 
self-adhesive on one side
100 mm wide, 10 m long

Sealing sheet 
self-adhesive on one side
500 mm wide, 10 m long

Edge tape 
(with fleece), self-adhesive
100 mm wide, 10 m long

Floor collar 
self-adhesive on one side

Internal corner 
self-adhesive on one side

External corner 
self-adhesive on one side

Wall collar 
self-adhesive on one side

Wet room primer, 1 kg

Deep primer, 1 kg

Primer spray, 500 ml

4 mm expansion joints

Seal all
cut-outs
using silicone

Apply adhesive beads 
vertically at a separation 
of about 50 mm

2 mm adhesive coat

Glass laminate

Wall
Silicone

Board/shower tray
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CREAM

BIANCO WHITE

MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS glass laminate 
for individualised shower walls and bathroom design

PERLA
high-gloss

PERLA 
matt

MAGNOLIA
high-gloss

MAGNOLIA 
matt

FUMO
high-gloss

FUMO 
matt

SABBIA
high-gloss

CONCRETE
high-gloss

VINTAGE
high-gloss

RETRO
high-gloss

WOODEN
high-gloss

SABBIA 
matt

A soft microfibre cloth and standard 
cleaning agent are sufficient for cleaning 
in the bathroom. Thanks to the scratch and 
abrasion resistant coating, traces of use are 

very largely avoided. Clean persistent stains with liquid 
cleaning milk (without scouring agent). Aggressive 
scouring and abrasive cleaning sponges or brushes can 
damage the surface and cause scratches.

A soft microfibre cloth and standard 
cleaning agent are sufficient for cleaning 
in the bathroom. We especially recommend 
the mineral material cleaner from the 

SCHEDEL supply range (item no. SH 30064). Always 

clean using circular movements. Persistent stains can 
be removed using liquid cleaning milk, or dishwasher, 
ceramic plate, or bathroom cleaner. After each cleaning, 
we recommend that the surface is rinsed with clean 
water, and then wiped dry.

GRAPHITE

LIGHT GRAPHITE

DARK GREY

LIGHT GREY CARAMEL

DARK BROWN

PLANPLUS
 

for point drainage
LINEPLUS

 
for channel drainage

SYSTEMBOARDPLUS 

for wall drainage

MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS mineral material
for shower boards, PLUSbox, and modules, or
surfaces which are difficult to tile, such as the tunnel roof of a steam cubicle.

only 4 mm thick, high-gloss or matt 
suitable for renovation of backsplashes 
can be worked using standard woodworking tools
individualised on-site blanks for fittings are possible at any time 
low weight

6 mm thick
Tactile, non-porous surface
through-coloured wearing surface
repairable

New finishes in high-gloss look:
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